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Conservative Management of Lumbar Disc Herniation
With Associated Radiculopathy
A Systematic Review

Andrew J. Hahne, BPhysio,* Jon J. Ford, PhD,* and Joan M. McMeeken, MSc†

Study Design. A systematic review of randomized con-
trolled trials.

Objective. To determine the efficacy and adverse effects
of conservative treatments for people who have lumbar disc
herniation with associated radiculopathy (LDHR).

Summary of Background Data. Although conservative
management is commonly used for people who have
LDHR, the efficacy and adverse effects of conservative
treatments for this condition are unclear.

Methods. We searched 10 computer databases for tri-
als published in English between 1971 and 2008. Trials
focusing on people with referred leg symptoms and ra-
diologic confirmation of a lumbar disc herniation were
included if at least 1 group received a conservative and
noninjection treatment.

Results. Eighteen trials involving 1671 participants
were included. Seven (39%) trials were considered of high
quality. Meta-analysis on 2 high-quality trials revealed
that advice is less effective than microdiscectomy surgery
at short-term follow-up, but equally effective at long-term
follow-up. Individual high-quality trials provided moder-
ate evidence that stabilization exercises are more effective
than no treatment, that manipulation is more effective than
sham manipulation for people with acute symptoms and an
intact anulus, and that no difference exists among traction,
laser, and ultrasound. One trial showed some additional
benefit from adding mechanical traction to medication and
electrotherapy methods. Adverse events were associated
with traction (pain, anxiety, lower limb weakness, and faint-
ing) and ibuprofen (gastrointestinal events).

Conclusion. Advice is less effective than microdiscec-
tomy in the short term but equally effective in the long
term for people who have LDHR. Moderate evidence fa-
vors stabilization exercises over no treatment, manipula-
tion over sham manipulation, and the addition of me-
chanical traction to medication and electrotherapy. There
was no difference among traction, laser, and ultrasound.
Adverse events were associated with traction and ibupro-
fen. Additional high-quality trials would allow firmer con-
clusions regarding adverse effects and efficacy.
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Lumbosacral radiculopathy is a condition that results
from compression of 1 or more spinal nerve roots, and is
characterized by radiating leg pain and parasthesia, as
well as clinical signs of neurologic impairment.1 Lumbar
disc herniation, defined as the localized displacement
of disc material beyond the margins of the intervertebral
disc space,2 is considered to be the most common cause
of lumbosacral radiculopathy.3–5 Systematic reviews
have evaluated the efficacy of surgical5 and injection
therapies6–8 for the management of lumbar disc hernia-
tion with associated radiculopathy (LDHR). Although
discectomy surgery has been shown to provide rapid re-
duction in leg pain and good overall treatment satisfac-
tion for 65% to 90% of people,5 and injections have
been shown to provide at least short-term pain relief for
50% to 85% of patients,6–8 they are costly. Data from
the United States showed that $5 billion was spent on
inpatient laminectomy and discectomy surgeries for
LDHR in 2004,9 with a further $450 million spent an-
nually on costs associated with epidural injections.10 In
addition to their cost, these treatments carry small risks
of significant adverse events.11,12

Although surgical and injection therapies remain a
useful option for people with LDHR who wish to hasten
their recovery,5 the higher costs and potential risks asso-
ciated with these treatments may explain why noninjec-
tion conservative management remains the preferred ini-
tial treatment option for most people with LDHR.
Relevant clinical guidelines by the Health Council of the
Netherlands13 and the North American Spine Society14

support the use of conservative interventions as the pri-
mary approach to managing the early stages of LDHR in
the absence of cauda equine syndrome. Data obtained
from several countries suggest that this recommendation
is followed in clinical practice. A report from the Austra-
lian Institute of Health and Welfare indicated that gen-
eral practitioners in Australia were more likely to refer
people with LDHR to a physical therapist than to an
orthopedic surgeon.15 A survey of general practitioners
in the Netherlands revealed that they referred 49% of
their patients with LDHR to physical therapy.16 In the
United States, over 60% of the participants with LDHR
in the Spine Patients Outcomes Research Trial had re-
ceived physical therapy before enrollment, whereas
around 40% had received chiropractic treatment.17

Despite being the preferred initial management
method, the efficacy of many conservative treatments for
LDHR remains unclear.18 Although systematic reviews
have collated the published evidence on conservative
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treatments for sciatica up until 1998,19 for lumbosacral
radicular syndrome up until 2004,20 and for herniated
lumbar discs up until 2006,21 they failed to identify any
treatments that were consistently efficacious. One poten-
tial explanation for the failure of systematic reviews and
clinical trials to consistently identify treatment effects
relates to clinical heterogeneity among included trials
and their respective participants.22,23 None of the sys-
tematic reviews cited above required imaging to confirm
the cause of the participant’s symptoms; hence, it is pos-
sible that some trials may have included people with
conditions other than LDHR, such as spinal stenosis or
spondylolisthesis. Because these other potential causes of
radiculopathy are considered to respond less favorably
to treatment than LDHR,9,24 it is plausible that the in-
clusion of participants with different pathologies may
have diluted the obtained treatment effects in both the
systematic reviews and the original trials. One way of
reducing the confounding influences of clinical heteroge-
neity is to conduct a systematic review involving only
those trials that recruited participants with both clinical
signs and radiologic evidence of LDHR.

A radiologic diagnosis of LDH is best made with com-
puted tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI).25 Although these imaging techniques are not con-
sidered necessary for all people with low back pain, they
are appropriate for people who have radiculopathy that
does not resolve after around 6 weeks.25,26 An advantage
of these imaging methods is their ability to visualize
structural disorders that may potentially be causing the
symptoms and signs of radiculopathy. The reliability of
CT and MRI for detecting a LDH has been shown to be
high.25–27 Depictions of a LDH on CT or MRI have been
shown to correlate well with surgical exploration,25 al-
though no true gold standard exists for diagnosing this
condition.28 Although false-positive findings of LDHs
are common with imaging techniques,25,26 the relevance
of the findings are increased if they are related to the
patient’s presenting signs and symptoms.25

Our aim was to conduct a systematic review evaluat-
ing the efficacy of conservative treatments for people
with clinical and radiologic evidence of LDHR. A sec-
ondary aim was to determine any adverse effects re-
ported in the randomized controlled trials (RCT) that
were to be reviewed.

Materials and Methods

The methodology in this review was guided via published
guidelines by the Cochrane Collaboration29,30 and the
QUORUM statement.31

Criteria for Selecting Trials in This Review

Types of Trials. All full reports of RCTs were eligible to be
included if they were published in English between January 1,
1971, and August 31, 2008. Trials published earlier than 1971
could not have been eligible because CT and MRI were not in
use.32

Types of Participants. Trials were included if they involved
participants aged �18 years with referred leg symptoms, with
or without low back pain, where at least 75% of the partici-
pants had confirmation of a LDH via CT or MRI. Trials veri-
fying LDH only with myelography were excluded because disc
herniations are not directly visualized with this technique.33

The term “herniation” was defined as a localized displacement
of disc material beyond the margins of the intervertebral disc
space.2 This included synonymous terms such as prolapse, pro-
trusion, and sequestration, but disc bulging was not sufficient.2

Trials including �25% of participants who had previously un-
dergone surgery or who had symptoms likely attributable to
bony or ligamentous spinal stenosis were excluded. Partici-
pants with symptoms of any duration could be included, but
for subgrouping purposes, we categorized participants accord-
ing to duration of symptoms, with acute symptoms defined as
�6 weeks, subacute as 6 to 12 weeks, and chronic as �12
weeks.29

Types of Interventions. Trials were included if at least 1
group of participants received a conservative intervention. For
the purposes of this review, we defined a conservative interven-
tion as one that did not involve penetration through the deep
skin layers. Trials in which all groups received injection therapy
or any type of surgical intervention were, therefore, excluded;
however, acupuncture was considered a conservative treat-
ment. This definition was chosen because previous reviews
have already evaluated the literature relating to surgical5 and
injection therapies6–8 for people with LDHR, and the majority
of the trials in these reviews seemed to use radiologic imaging
to determine the potential cause of the participants’ symptoms.

Types of Outcome Measures. We only included trials that
reported data relating to treatment efficacy or adverse events.
The outcomes of interest in this review were (1) back specific
functional status (e.g., Oswestry, Roland-Morris), (2) pain in-
tensity (e.g., visual analog scale, numerical rating scale), (3)
global measures of improvement (e.g., percentage of partici-
pants recovering, overall improvement ratings), and (4) adverse
events or complications potentially attributable to the interven-
tions. The length of follow-up of outcomes were categorized as
short-term (�3 months after randomization), intermediate (be-
tween 3 months and 1 year), or long-term (1 year or more).29

Search Methods
The following methods were used for identifying trials meeting
our inclusion criteria:

a. Computer database search was undertaken for the period
between 1971 and August 31, 2008, using Medline
(Ovid), CINAHL (Ovid), EMBASE (Elsevier 1971–1987
and Ovid 1988–2008), PEDro, Current Contents (Ovid),
Cochrane central register of controlled trials, Cochrane
database of systematic reviews, AMED, ISI Web of Sci-
ence, and Australasian Medical Index (Informit). The da-
tabase search strategy used key words for the condition of
interest combined with a sensitive search strategy for lo-
cating RCTs as recommended by the Cochrane Collabo-
ration29 and empirical studies investigating sensitive
search strategies.34–36 Intervention-specific terms were
not used to avoid biasing the search results toward par-
ticular types of treatments. The search terms used for
Medline are shown in Appendix, and these were adapted
where necessary for other database interfaces.
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b. Citation tracking was performed via the ISI Web of Sci-
ence for all included trials.

c. The reference lists of all included trials were searched.
d. Past relevant systematic reviews were searched.19–21,37

Trial Selection
Two reviewers (A.H. and J.F.) independently evaluated the eligi-
bility of trials to be included in the review. Trials were firstly
eliminated if both reviewers independently excluded them based
on initial review of the title and abstract. Full-text copies of re-
maining articles were then obtained and evaluated independently.
Subsequently, disagreement was resolved via discussion until con-
sensus was achieved. A third reviewer (J.M.) was to be consulted
for unresolved disagreements, but was not required for this pur-
pose. The level of agreement between the 2 independent reviewers
(before discussion) was estimated using the kappa statistic.38

Methodologic Quality Assessment
The 2 reviewers independently assessed the methodologic qual-
ity of included trials using the PEDro scale.39 This scale rates
RCTs on 10 key methodologic criteria that were identified by
research experts involved in a consensus study using the Delphi
method.40 It has demonstrated adequate reliability,39 and has
been shown to be a valid indicator of trial methodologic qual-
ity.41 In addition, 3 items on the PEDro scale have been shown
to be capable of influencing the outcomes of trials: randomiza-
tion,29,42,43 concealed allocation,44–46 and blinding of partic-
ipants and outcome assessors.29,42–45 The items on the PEDro
scale are shown in Table 1.

Assessment of Clinical Relevance
The 2 reviewers independently evaluated the clinical relevance
of included trials using the 5 criteria recommended by the Co-
chrane Back Review Group.29

1. Are the patients described in detail so that you can decide
whether they are comparable to those that you see in your
practice?

2. Are the interventions and treatment settings described
well enough so that you can provide the same for your
patients?

3. Were all clinically relevant outcomes measured and re-
ported?

4. Is the size of the effect clinically important?
5. Are the likely treatment benefits worth the potential

harms?

We extended the third criterion to require papers to comment
on the reliability and validity of the outcome measures used
because reporting on such properties is recommended in the
revised CONSORT statement.47

Data Extraction and Analysis
Information from each trial regarding the type and number of
participants and the interventions used were independently ex-
tracted by the 2 reviewers and entered into standardized com-
puter spreadsheets. For continuous data, treatment effects and
95% confidence intervals were calculated using the Hedges
adjusted-g standardized mean difference (SMD).48,49 The SMD
was chosen because it allows comparison of effect sizes between
trials that use different outcome measures.30,50 SMDs were
calculated using group mean scores and pooled standard devi-
ations (SDs) at the follow-up time of interest. When these val-
ues were not reported, they were estimated from mean change
scores, baseline SDs, median values,30 and SDs derived from
the standard error or range.51 Positive SMD values were used
to indicate treatment effects favoring the primary conservative
intervention group. SMD values of 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 were con-
sidered to represent small, moderate, and large effect sizes, re-
spectively.52 For dichotomous data, the relative risk (RR) and
95% confidence intervals were calculated.49 RRs were stan-
dardized so that RRs �1 indicated an increased risk of the
event occurring in the primary conservative intervention group
relative to the comparison group.

Data extraction, methodologic quality ratings, and clinical
relevance ratings were piloted by the 2 reviewers on 2 ineligible
trials53,54 before commencement of the review.29

Data Synthesis
Pooling of data via meta-analysis was planned in cases where at
least 2 trials contained sufficiently similar participants (diag-
nostic criteria, baseline pain and function, and duration of
symptoms), treatment methods, comparison interventions,
outcome measures, methodologic quality, and length of follow-
up. When clinically homogenous trials were identified, they
were assessed for statistical heterogeneity, which was consid-
ered likely if P-values of �0.1 were obtained on the �2 test, or
if the I2 statistic was �25%.30,55 Trials that were deemed to be
both clinically and statistically homogenous were subjected to
a fixed-effects model meta-analysis30 using RevMan 4.2.56

Where statistical pooling was deemed inappropriate be-
cause of clinical or statistical heterogeneity, effect sizes and
95% confidence intervals were reported for individual trials,
and collation of results was limited to a narrative analysis using
the levels of evidence criteria previously proposed by the Co-
chrane Collaboration29:

● Strong evidence: consistent findings among multiple high-
quality RCTs

● Moderate evidence: consistent findings among multiple
low-quality RCTs or 1 high-quality RCT

● Limited evidence: one low-quality RCT
● Conflicting evidence: inconsistent findings among multi-

ple RCTs
● No evidence from trials: no RCTs

Table 1. Methodologic Criteria Rated on the PEDro Scale

Item Description

1 Were eligibility criteria specified?
2 Were participants randomly allocated to groups?
3 Was allocation concealed?
4 Were the groups similar at baseline regarding the most important

prognostic indicators?
5 Were all participants blinded?
6 Was there blinding of all therapists who administered the

therapy?
7 Was there blinding of all assessors who measured at least 1

key outcome?
8 Were measures of at least 1 key outcome obtained from �85%

of the participants initially allocated to groups?
9 Did all subjects for whom outcome measures were available

receive the treatment or control condition as allocated or,
where this was not the case, were data for at least 1 key
outcome was analyzed by “intention to treat”?

10 Were the results of between-group statistical comparisons
reported for at least 1 key outcome?

11 Did the study provide both point measures and measures of
variability for at least 1 key outcome?

Note: Only items 2 to 11 are included in the calculation of the PEDro score.
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The levels of evidence approach has been widely used to allow
collation of results in reviews where meta-analysis is not pos-
sible.20,57–61 We noted that the Cochrane Back Review Group
recently recommended the phasing in of the GRADE approach
for collating bodies of evidence in systematic reviews.62 There
is considerable similarity between these 2 approaches, because
they both use information about the number of trials, the meth-
odologic quality of the trials, the significance of the treatment
effect, and the consistency of results across studies, to develop
summary statements for different comparisons. We chose to
continue using the levels of evidence approach in this review
rather than switching to the newly recommended GRADE ap-
proach because our review process had already commenced,
and we felt that it was unlikely that different conclusions would
result if the GRADE approach were used. We defined contra-
dictory evidence as �75% of trials agreeing.57,59 We consid-
ered a PEDro methodologic score of 6 or more out of 10 to
represent high quality, in accordance with previous re-
views.63,64

Results

Selection of Trials
The number of trials considered at each stage of the re-
view is outlined in Figure 1. The agreement between re-
viewers for selection of trials for stage 1 (title and ab-
stract review) was 98.2%, with a kappa value of 0.62
(95% CI: 0.54–0.69), and 91.7% with a kappa value of
0.69 (95% CI: 0.53–0.84) for stage 2 (review of full
text). This indicated substantial agreement during both
stages.38

Description of Trials
A total of 19 articles reporting on 18 RCTs randomizing
1671 participants to groups were ultimately included in
the review.65–83 One trial included only participants
with acute symptoms,79 2 trials included only subacute
participants,75,78 3 trials included only chronic partici-
pants,66,80,83 and all other trials included participants
with mixed symptom durations.65,67–74,76,81,82

Seventeen trials presented short-term follow-up
data,65–76,78–82 8 reported intermediate term follow-up

data,67,70,71,75,78,79,82,83 and 4 trials contained long-term
follow-up data.68,75,78,83 A wide range of outcome mea-
sures were used, but all trials included at least 1 measure
of pain or global change, and 10 included measures of
function.66–68,70,72,75,78,80,82,83 The most common mea-
sure of pain intensity was the visual analogue scale (13
trials),65– 67,70,72,73,75,76,78 – 80,82,83 whereas the most
common measure of function was the Oswestry (4 tri-
als).70,75,82,83 In 6 trials, a conservative intervention was
compared to surgery or injections67,68,70,75,78,83; hence,
the group receiving conservative treatment in these trials
may have been considered as a control group rather than
a primary intervention. The characteristics of the in-
cluded trials are outlined in Table 2.

Methodologic Quality and Clinical Relevance of Trials
Ratings for all trials on each item of the PEDro scale and
clinical relevance scale are presented in Table 3. The
agreement between reviewers on PEDro scale items was
85.4%, with a kappa value of 0.70 (95% CI: 0.60–
0.80), indicating substantial agreement. For ratings on
the clinical significance scale, the inter-rater agreement
was 60.0%, kappa � 0.43 (95% CI: 0.27–0.59), indi-
cating moderate agreement.

The mean PEDro methodologic score was 5.4 out of
10, with a range of 4 to 8. Seven (39%) trials were con-
sidered high quality based on achieving a PEDro score of
6 or more.65,67,75,76,78,79,82 Common methodologic lim-
itations were failure to blind treating therapists (all 18
trials), failure to blind participants (17 trials65–76,78,80–83),
failure to report an intention to treat analyses (13 tri-
als66,68–72,74–76,80–83), and inadequate concealment of
treatment allocation (13 trials66,68 –74,76,80 – 83). The
mean clinical relevance score was 2.2, with all trials fail-
ing to comment on the validity or reliability of their cho-
sen outcome measures.

Evidence for Efficacy of Interventions
Inter-rater agreement for extraction of means and SDs
was 98.2%. The treatment effect sizes and associated
95% confidence intervals are presented in Table 4 and
Figure 2. The levels of evidence summaries are presented
in Table 5.

Advice
Two high-quality trials compared advice with microdis-
cectomy surgery in participants with subacute
LDHR.75,78 These trials were deemed clinically homog-
enous, and tests for statistical heterogeneity were nega-
tive for outcomes measured at 6 to 8 weeks, 6 months,
and 12 months. Meta-analysis was, therefore, performed
for these follow-up periods using a fixed-effect model.
The pooled SMD for back pain intensity was �0.4 (95%
CI: �0.6 to �0.2) at short-term follow-up, indicating a
statistically significant effect favoring surgery over ad-
vice. However, the pooled SMD values for intermediate
and long-term back pain intensity were �0.12 (95% CI:
�0.3 to 0.1) and �0.1 (95% CI: �0.3 to 0.2), respec-

Figure 1. Flow chart showing progression of trials through the
selection process.
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Table 2. Characteristics of Included Trials

Trial Participants Primary Conservative Intervention Comparison Intervention

Bakhtiary et al 65

(PEDro � 7,
clinical � 4)

Iran, n � 60 (mean age 32.8, mean symptom duration 4 mo),
referred to a physical therapy department with �2 mo of
LBP, sciatic pain, and reduced functional performance.
MRI or CT showing L4–L5 or L5–S1 disc herniation

Four-week lumbar stabilizing exercise
program (1 time per week
supervised by physical therapist, 2
times per day at home)

Four-week no treatment
period before cross-
over to intervention

Bonaiuti et al 66

(PEDro � 4,
clinical � 1)

Italy, n � 64, (mean age 48.9, mean symptom duration 14
mo), presenting to a hospital with �4 mo of LBP or
“sciatalgia” (85% had referred leg pain), failed standard
care, objective signs of benign LBP or sciatalgia, normal
neurologic findings, CT or MRI showing disc herniation or
protrusion

Manual autotraction for 45 min, 3
times per week for 2 wk

Natchev autotraction
for 45 min, 3 times
per week for 2 wk

Buchner et al 67

(PEDro � 7,
clinical � 1

Germany, n � 36 (mean age 34.4, median symptom duration
8 wk), admitted to hospital with clinical symptoms of
nerve root compression such as radicular pain below the
knee, positive SLR �60°. MRI confirming a “lumbar
nucleus pulposus prolapse” of at least 5 mm

Bed rest, analgesics, NSAIDs,
hydrotherapy, electrotherapy,
postural exercise classes (back
school), soft tissue massage, joint
mobilization, stabilization program,
dynamic and static strengthening
exercises. Dosage not reported

Primary conservative
intervention plus 3
times lumbar epidural
injections during the
first 14 days in
hospital

Burton et al 68

(PEDro � 4,
clinical � 2)

England, n � 40 (mean age 41.9, mean symptom duration 31
wk), from the orthopedic department of a hospital.
Unilateral, unremitting sciatica (leg pain worse than
back pain), positive SLR with positive tension signs,
radiculopathy limited to a single nerve root, unequivocal
evidence of a nonsequestered LDH on CT or MRI

Osteopathic sessions, including soft
tissue techniques, mobilization, and
high-velocity thrust manipulations.
Mean of 11 (range 6–18)
sessions � 15 min per session

Chemonucleolysis

Deli 69 (PEDro � 4,
clinical � 1)

China, n � 147 (age range 17–53, duration of symptoms
range 6 d to 17 yr), with back and leg symptoms (pain,
weakness, or heaviness), prolapsed intervertebral disc
confirmed via CT or MRI

Oral herbal medications once per day
for 30 days plus the control group
treatment

“Tuina massotherapy”:
mobilization,
massage, and
mechanical traction,
1–2 times per week
for a total of 30
sessions

Dincer et al 70

(PEDro � 5,
clinical � 2)

Turkey, n � 64 (mean age 28.4, symptom duration 1–3 mo)
presenting to a military hospital with LBP and radicular
pain below the knee, symptoms 1–3 mo duration, at least
one nerve root compression sign (radicular pain with
SLR, distal parasthesia, sensory deficit, motor deficit,
reflex deficit), VAS pain score �4/10, MRI showing
lumbar
disc protrusion contained by the anulus and posterior
longitudinal ligament

Diclofenac sodium 75 mg, prescribed
to be taken orally twice per day
for 14 days, also advised to
perform lumbopelvic mobilization
and lumbar stabilization exercises
daily

Single caudal epidural
injection, also
advised to perform
lumbopelvic
mobilization and
lumbar stabilization
exercises daily

Guvenol et al 71

(PEDro � 4,
clinical � 1)

Turkey, n � 30 (mean age 36.7, mean symptom duration
33.9 mo), low back pain and lower extremity pain, �1 mo
duration, LDH diagnosed via CT

Inverted traction daily for 10 days,
5–10 min traction, 15 min infrared,
isometric abdominal and gluteal
exercises, bed rest

Mechanical traction
5–10 min daily for 10
days, plus 15 min
infrared, isometric
abdominal and
gluteal exercises,
bed rest

He et al 72 (PEDro � 5,
clinical � 2)

China, n � 60 (mean age 42.6, symptom duration range 2
days to 12 yr) outpatients and inpatients of a hospital,
aged 18–70, first attack or acute stage of a recurrent
attack, 2 of the following features: (1) LBP with radicular
pain aggravated with increased abdominal pressure, (2)
local tenderness on vertebral palpation, pain radiating to
the leg or foot, or scoliosis, (3) limited lumbar flexion and
positive SLR or femoral nerve stretch test, (4) 2 of 4
neurologic signs: muscular atrophy, reduced myotome,
abnormal reflex, sensory disturbance. LDH shown on CT
or MRI

Herbal magnetic corset (worn all day,
and lay on at night) plus the
control group treatment, for 4 wk

Traction,
electrotherapy, and
massage daily for
4 wk

Kanayama et al 73

(PEDro � 5,
clinical � 1)

Japan, n � 40 (mean age 32.7), presenting to a hospital,
with low back and sciatic symptoms, MRI revealing
herniated nucleus pulposus

Sarpogrelate hydroxychloride orally
300 mg/day for 2 wk

Diclofenac sodium
orally 75 mg/day for
2 wk

Liu and Zhang 74

(PEDro � 4,
clinical � 4)

China, n � 112 (“majority” aged 30–50, symptom duration
range 2 hr to 20 yr), age 18–75, lumbar and radiating
buttock/leg pain increased by coughing or sneezing,
history of trauma or chronic muscle strain before
development of LDH, positive Lasegue sign, location and
degree of protrusion shown by CT scan

“Pulling and turning manipulations”:
massage, mobilization, and
manipulation. Dosage not stated

Mechanical traction
daily for 40–50 min,
for 4 wk

(Continued)
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Table 2. Continued

Trial Participants Primary Conservative Intervention Comparison Intervention

Osterman et al 75

(PEDro � 7,
clinical � 2)

Finland, n � 56 (mean age 37.5, mean symptom duration
68.5 days), referred for orthopedic consultation at 1 of 4
hospitals, aged 20–50 with 6–12 wk of radicular pain
below the knee, and 1 of the following findings: positive
SLR �70°, muscle weakness, altered reflexes, or
dermatomal sensory change. Disc extrusion or sequester
on CT

Physical therapy instructions to
stretch, bend, and perform
isometric strengthening exercises
(at baseline assessment),
encouragement of activity at the 3
follow-up visits

Microdiscectomy within
2 wk of randomization.
Isometric exercises
before and after
surgery. Postoperative
physical therapy
included active
instructions to stretch
and bend, strength
exercises

Ozturk et al 76

(PEDro � 6,
clinical � 4)

Turkey, n � 46 (mean age 46.2) hospitalized because of �6
mo of low back pain or sciatica (91% had sciatica), L3–S1
radiculopathy, consistency between pain patterns,
neurologic examination and radiologic findings, no history
of previous physical therapy, LDH verified by CT

Continuous mechanical lumbar
traction for 15 min (15 sessions, 1
session per week for 3 wk) plus
the electrotherapy and medication
that the control group received

Electrotherapy
modalities: 15 min
hot pack, 5 min
ultrasound, 10 min
diadynamic currents
(15 sessions during 3
wk). Medication:
ibuprofen 400 mg 3
times per day,
mephenoxalone 200
mg 3 times per day,
paracetamol 450 mg
3 times per day

Peul et al 77,78

(PEDro � 7,
clinical � 1)

Netherlands, n � 283 (mean age 42.6, mean duration of
symptoms 9.5 mo) referred from GP’s to 1 of 9 hospitals,
aged 18–85 yr with incapacitating lumbosacral radicular
syndrome for 6–12 wk. All had MRI confirming a LDH

General practitioner care: advice
regarding good prognosis,
encouragement to return to daily
activities and remain active,
medication if required, physical
therapy if fearful of moving

Microdiscectomy within
2 wk of
randomization,
followed by
postoperative home-
based rehabilitation
supervised by a
physical therapist

Santilli et al 79

(PEDro � 8,
clinical � 4)

Italy, n � 102 consecutive patients presenting to 2 medical
rehabilitation centers with acute LBP (�10 days), �5/10
on a VAS (as evoked by palpation), radiating pain �5/10
(during SLR or femoral stretch). MRI showing disc
protrusion with intact anulus

Active manipulation: soft tissue
manipulations and brisk rotational
thrust. Up to 20 sessions over 30
days, 5 min per session

Simulated manipulation:
soft tissue muscle
pressing with no
thrusting. Up to 20
sessions over 30
days, 5 min per
session

Sherry et al 80

(PEDro � 5,
clinical � 4)

Australia, n � 44 (mean age 42.0, mean duration of
symptoms 7.3 yr), responding to newspaper advertising,
aged 18–65, chronic LBP (�3 mo) and leg pain with
minimum VAS of 2/10, living within 45 min of a treatment
clinic, able to follow protocol, disc protrusion or
herniation on CT or MRI

Vertebral axial decompression
(VAX-D) therapy: 5 times per week
for 4 wk, then weekly for 4 wk, 30
min per session

TENS: 30 min daily for
20 days, then weekly
for 4 wk

Tesio and Merlo 81

(PEDro � 4,
clinical � 4)

Italy, n � 44 (mean age 44.6, median symptom duration 1
yr), selected from outpatient department of a hospital
rehabilitation unit with unremitting LBP � radiating pain
(75%) along a lumbosacral root distribution, duration �1
mo, failure of conservative approaches, consistency
between pain pattern, neurologic findings and radiologic
findings, disc herniation or protrusion on CT or MRI

Autotraction: 3 sessions of traction
with patient generating own
traction force, 30–60 min sessions
every 2–3 days

Passive mechanical
traction: 5 sessions
on a daily basis,
lasting 45 min per
session

Unlu et al 82 (PEDro �
6, clinical � 2)

Turkey, n � 60 (mean age � 44.5, mean symptom duration
� 44.6 days) consecutive patients presenting to a
medical facility aged 20–60, with acute low back and leg
pain (sciatica or femoral neuralgia) of �3 mo duration.
MRI showing herniation of 1 or more discs consistent
with the pain complaints and neurologic examination
findings

Traction (mechanical): 5 days per
week for 3 wk, 15 min sessions

(1) Ultrasound: 5 days
per week for 3 wk, 8
min at 1.5 W/cm2; (2)
Low-powered laser: 5
sessions per week
for 3 wk, 50 mV,
wavelength 830 nm, 4
min per point

Veihelmann et al 83

(PEDro � 5,
clinical � 0)

Germany, n � 99 (mean age � 43.6), with chronic LBP and
radicular leg pain. MRI confirmed nerve root compression
by either a LDH (87%) or scar tissue from previous
surgery (13%)

“Conservative treatment with physical
therapy” not described further

Epidural neuroplasty:
local anesthetic,
steroid, and saline
injected into the LDH
or scar tissue
adjacent to the nerve

MRI indicates magnetic resonance imaging; CT, computed tomography; LDH, lumbar disc herniation; LBP, low back pain; VAS, visual analog scale; TENS,
transcutaneous electric nerve stimulation; NSAIDs, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs; mg, milligrams; W/cm2, watts per square centimeter; mV, millivolts; nm,
nanometer; SLR, straight leg raise; GP, general medical practitioner.
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tively, indicating no statistically significant difference be-
tween groups at these later follow-ups.

For leg pain intensity, pooled SMDs of �0.7 (95% CI:
�1.0 to �0.5) and �0.3 (95% CI: �0.5 to �0.1) were
obtained for short-term and intermediate-term follow-
ups respectively, indicating significant effects in favor of
surgery over advice. The long-term outcomes revealed no
statistically significant difference between groups, with a
pooled SMD of 0.0 (95% CI: �0.3 to 0.2). The actual
mean leg pain scores at 12-month follow-up were 9/100
for the advice group and 6/100 for the surgery group in
the Osterman et al75 study, and 11/100 for both groups
in the Peul et al78 study.

For function, there was a statistically significant effect
favoring surgery compared with advice at short-term fol-
low-up, with a fixed effect model revealing a pooled
SMD of �0.5 (95% CI: �0.7 to �0.3). Intermediate and
long-term outcomes revealed no statistically significant
differences between surgery and advice, with pooled
SMD values of �0.2 (95% CI: �0.4 to 0.1) and �0.1
(95% CI: �0.3 to 0.2), respectively.

For global recovery, a statistically significant pooled
RR of 0.4 (95% CI: 0.4–0.6) was obtained at short-term
follow-up, indicating that participants receiving advice
were significantly less likely than the surgical group to
achieve a full or almost-full recovery at short-term fol-
low-up. The difference between groups on global recov-
ery was not maintained at intermediate and long-term
follow-ups, with pooled RR values of 0.9 (95% CI: 0.8–
1.1) and 1.0 (95% CI: 0.9–1.1), respectively. In terms of
overall global outcomes at 12 months, the Peul et al78

study reported that 83% of the advice group and 86% of
the surgery group described a full or almost-full recovery
at the 12-month follow-up, whereas in the Osterman et
al75 study, a full recovery was reported by 18% of the
advice group and 25% of the surgery group at 12
months.

Follow-up data at 24 months failed at least 1 statisti-
cal test of heterogeneity for each outcome; hence, results
were pooled via a narrative analysis. This provided
strong evidence (2 high-quality trials,75,77 N � 316) that
there is no difference between advice and microdiscec-
tomy surgery for the long-term (24-month) outcomes of
back pain intensity, leg pain intensity, or function, in
people with subacute LDHR.

Medication
Two trials contained a group of participants who re-
ceived oral diclofenac.70,73 The results of 1 of these trials
provided limited evidence (1 low-quality trial,70 N � 64)
that diclofenac is less effective than caudal epidural in-
jection for reducing pain intensity at short- and interme-
diate-term follow-ups, and for reducing function at
short-term follow-up. The same trial provided limited
evidence that there is no difference in function measured
at intermediate-term follow-up between diclofenac and
caudal epidural injection. The other trial provided lim-
ited evidence (1 low-quality trial,73 N � 40) that there is
no difference between diclofenac and sarpogrelate hy-
droxychloride for short-term outcomes of back pain in-
tensity or leg pain intensity. There was also limited evi-
dence (1 low-quality trial,69 N � 147) that the addition
of oral herbal medication to “tunia massotherapy” (mas-
sage, mobilization, and mechanical traction) provided
additional benefit in short-term global improvement.

Traction
Although 9 trials included traction as a component of treat-
ment in at least 1 treatment group,66,69,71,72,74,76,80–82

only 7 of these trials allowed the effect of traction to be
determined.66,71,74,76,80–82 Three trials compared 1 type
of traction with another type.66,71,81 One low-quality
trial81 (N � 44) provided limited evidence that manual
autotraction is more effective than passive mechanical
traction for providing global patient-perceived improve-

Table 3. Ratings of Trials on the PEDro Methodologic Quality and Clinical Relevance Scales

Study

PEDro Score Clinical Relevance Score

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Total 1 2 3 4 5 Total

Bakhtiary et al 65 � � � — — — � � � � � 7 � � — � � 4
Bonaiuti et al 66 � � — � — — — — — � � 4 � — — — — 1
Buchner et al 67 � � � � — — — � � � � 7 � — — — — 1
Burton et al 68 � — — — — — � � — � � 4 � � — — — 2
Deli 69 — � — — — — — � — � � 4 — — — � — 1
Dincer et al 70 � � — — — — � � — � � 5 — — — � � 2
Guvenol et al 71 � � — — — — — � — � � 4 � — — — — 1
He et al 72 � � — � — — — � — � � 5 � � — — — 2
Kanayama et al 73 � � — — — — — � � � � 5 � — — — 1
Liu and Zhang 74 � � — — — — — � — � � 4 � � — � � 4
Osterman et al 75 � � � � — — � � — � � 7 � — — — — 1
Ozturk et al 76 � � � — — � � — � � 6 � � — � � 4
Peul et al 77,78 � � � � — — — � � � � 7 � — — — — 1
Santilli et al 79 � � � — � — � � � � � 8 � � — � � 4
Sherry et al 80 � � — � — — — � — � � 5 � � — � � 4
Tesio and Merlo 81 � � — — — — — � — � � 4 � � — � � 4
Unlu et al 82 � � — � — — � � — � � 6 � � — — — 2
Veihelmann et al 83 � � — — — — � � — � � 5 — — — — — 0

Total 17 17 5 8 1 0 8 17 5 18 18 15 9 0 8 8
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Table 4. Results of Comparisons of Treatment Effects for All Included Trials

Comparison
Back Pain/Overall

Pain, SMD (95% CI)
Leg Pain, SMD

(95% CI)
Function, SMD

(95% CI)
Global Effect,
RR (95% CI)

Stabilization vs. waiting list (Bakhtiaryet al 65)
VAS

4 wk 2.7 (2.0 to 3.3)
Manual autotraction vs. Natchev autotraction (Bonaiuti et al 66)

VAS Backill
2 wk 0.5 (�0.1 to 1.0) 0.0 (�0.6 to 0.5)

Multimodal program vs. epidural plus multimodal program (Buchner et al 67)
VAS Hannover Rating “good” or “very good”

2 wk �0.4 (�1.1 to 0.2) �0.4 (�1.0 to 0.3)
6 wk �0.2 (�0.9 to 0.4) �0.2 (�0.8 to 0.5) 0.8 (0.6 to 1.2)
6 mo �0.3 (�0.9 to 0.4) �0.3 (�1.0 to 0.4)

Manipulation (osteopathic) vs. chemonucleolysis (Burton et al 68)
7-point thermometer 7-point thermometer Roland Morris

2 wk 0.7 (0.0 to 1.3) 0.0 (�0.6 to 0.7) 0.7 (0.1 to 1.3)
6 wk 0.7 (0.0 to 1.3) 0.0 (�0.6 to 0.7) 0.5 (�0.2 to 1.2)
12 mo 0.4 (�0.3 to 1.1) 0.1 (�0.6 to 0.8) 0.2 (�0.5 to 0.9)

Oral herbal medication added to mobilization, massage, and mechanical traction (Deli 69)
Rating “any improvement” vs.

“failed treatment”
? 30 days 1.1 (1.0 to 1.3)

Diclofenac sodium orally vs. epidural injection (Dincer et al 70)
VAS Oswestry

2 wk �2.2 (�2.8 to �1.6) �1.5 (�2.0 to �1.0)
1 mo �1.0 (�1.5 to �0.5) �0.6 (�1.2 to �0.2)
3 mo �0.6 (�1.1 to �0.1) �0.4 (�1.9 to 0.1)

Inverted traction vs. mechanical traction (Guvenol et al 71)
0 to 10 scale

10 d Data not reported
3 mo Data not reported

Herbal magnetic corset added to traction, electrotherapy, and massage (He et al 72)
VAS Lumbar disease grade

1 wk 0.5 (0.0 to 1.0) 0.3 (�0.2 to 0.8)
2 wk 0.7 (0.1 to 1.2) 0.8 (0.2 to 1.8)
4 wk 0.8 (0.2 to 1.3) 1.0 (0.4 to 1.5)

Sarpogrelate hydroxychloride vs. diclofenac sodium (Kanayama et al 73)
VAS VAS

2 wk 0.0 (�0.6 to 0.7) 0.5 (�0.1 to 1.1)
Manipulation vs. mechanical traction (Liu and Zhang 74)

Rating “cured or improved”
vs. “ineffective”

? 5 wk 1.3 (1.1 to 1.6)
Advice vs. microdiscectomy (Osterman et al 75)

VAS VAS Oswestry Rating “full recovery” vs.
“not full recovery”

6 wk �0.3 (�0.8 to 0.2) �0.5 (�1.1 to �0.0) �0.4 (�0.9 to 0.2) 0.1 (0.0 to 1.6)
3 mo �0.3 (�0.9 to 0.2) �0.3 (�0.9 to 0.2) �0.5 (�1.0 to 0.1) 0.8 (0.2 to 2.7)
6 mo �0.3 (�0.8 to 0.3) �0.4 (�0.9 to 0.2) �0.3 (�0.8 to 0.2)
12 mo 0.1 (�0.4 to 0.6) �0.2 (�0.7 to 0.3) �0.1 (�0.6 to 0.5) 0.7 (0.3 to 2.0)
24 mo �0.4 (�1.0 to 0.1) �0.5 (�1.0 to 0.0) �0.4 (�0.9 to 0.2)

Mechanical traction added to electrotherapy modalities and medication (Ozturk et al 76)
VAS Back pain “present” vs.

“absent”
? 3 wk 0.5 (�0.1 to 1.1) 0.8 (0.3 to 1.8)

Sciatica “present” vs.
“absent”

0.5 (0.2 to 0.9)
Advice vs. microdiscectomy (Peul et al 77,78)

VAS VAS Roland 7-point global rating
2 wk �0.1 (�0.3 to 0.2) �0.7 (�0.9 to �0.5) 0.2 (0.0 to 0.5) �0.3 (�0.6 to �0.1)
8 wk �0.5 (�0.7 to �0.2) �0.8 (�1.0 to �0.6) �0.5 (�0.8 to �0.3)
6 mo �0.1 (�0.3 to 0.1) �0.3 (�0.5 to 0.0) �0.1 (�0.4 to 0.1) �0.8 (�1.0 to �0.5)
12 mo �0.1 (�0.3 to 0.1) 0.0 (�0.2 to 0.2) �0.1 (�0.3 to 0.2) �0.2 (�0.4 to 0.1)
24 mo �0.1 (�0.3 to 0.2) 0.1 (�0.2 to 0.3) �0.1 (�0.2 to 0.3) �0.2 (�0.4 to 0.1)

Rating “full or near-full”
recovery vs. “not full
recovery”)

2 wk 0.5 (0.4 to 0.6)
6 mo 0.9 (0.8 to 1.1)
12 mo 1.0 (0.9 to 1.1)
24 mo 1.0 (0.9 to 1.1)

(Continued)
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ment at short-term follow-up. One low-quality trial66

(N � 64) provided limited evidence that there is no dif-
ference between manual autotraction and Nachev auto-
traction for short-term pain intensity and function in
people with chronic LDHR. Another trial that compared
inverted traction with mechanical traction did not report
sufficient primary outcome data to allow SMDs and their
associated confidence intervals to be calculated.71

Three trials compared traction with other treat-
ments.74,80,82 One high-quality trial82 (N � 60) provided
moderate evidence that there is no difference between
mechanical traction and either ultrasound or laser for
back pain intensity, leg pain intensity, or function at
short- or intermediate-term follow-ups. One low-quality
trial80 (N � 44) provided limited evidence that vertebral
axial decompression traction therapy is more effective
than transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation for in-
termediate-term outcomes of pain intensity, function,
and risk of global treatment success, for people with
chronic LDHR. One low-quality trial74 (N � 112) pro-
vided limited evidence that mechanical traction is less

effective than “pulling and turning manipulations” for
global ratings of improvement at short-term follow-up.

One high-quality trial76 (N � 46) provided moderate
evidence that the addition of mechanical traction to elec-
trotherapy methods (hot pack, ultrasound, and diady-
namic currents) and medication (ibuprofen, mephenoxa-
lone, and paracetamol) reduces the risk of having sciatica
at short-term follow-up, but provides no additional
short-term benefit for pain intensity or risk of having low
back pain.

Stabilization Exercises
One high-quality trial65 (N � 60) provided moderate
evidence that a stabilizing exercise program is more ef-
fective than no treatment for reducing pain intensity at
short-term follow-up.

Physical Therapy
There is limited evidence (1 low-quality trial,83 N � 99)
that physical therapy is less effective than epidural neu-
roplasty for the intermediate- and long-term outcomes of

Table 4. Continued

Comparison
Back Pain/Overall

Pain, SMD (95% CI)
Leg Pain, SMD

(95% CI)
Function, SMD

(95% CI)
Global Effect,
RR (95% CI)

Manipulation vs. sham manipulation (Santilli et al 79)
VAS VAS Free of back pain

2 wk 0.5 (0.1 to 0.9) 0.4 (0.0 to 0.8) N/A
4 wk 0.5 (0.1 to 0.9) 0.7 (0.3 to 1.1) 6.5 (0.3 to 122.4)
6 wk 0.8 (0.4 to 1.2) 0.7 (0.3 to 1.1) 3.0 (0.9 to 10.4)
3 mo 0.9 (0.5 to 1.3) 0.9 (0.5 to 1.3) 4.3 (1.3 to 14.2)
6 mo 0.7 (0.3 to 1.2) 0.7 (0.3 to 1.1) 5.0 (1.5 to 16.2)

Free of leg pain
2 wk 3.4 (0.7 to 15.4)
4 wk 2.0 (0.8 to 4.9)
6 wk 2.6 (1.3 to 5.2)
3 mo 4.8 (2.2 to 10.6)
6 mo 2.9 (1.6 to 5.3)

Vertebral axial decompression vs. transcutaneous electric nerve stimulation (Sherry et al 80)
VAS 4 self-selected items

on 4-point scale
Rating “successful case”

? 8 wk 2.6 (0.4 to 1.8) 1.5 (0.8 to 2.2) 29.7 (1.9 to 467.9)
Autotraction vs. mechanical traction (Tesio and Merlo 81)

Rating “improved” vs. “not
improved”

1 to 2 wk 4.3 (1.7 to 10.6)
Traction vs. ultrasound (Unlu et al 82)*

Back pain (VAS) VAS Roland Morris
3 wk 0.0 (�0.6 to 0.6) 0.1 (�0.5 to 0.7) �0.1 (�0.7 to 0.5)
2 mo 0.1 (�0.5 to 0.7) 0.3 (�0.3 to 0.9) �0.1 (�0.7 to 0.6)
4 mo �0.3 (�0.9 to 0.4) �0.3 (�0.9 to 0.4) �0.1 (�0.7 to 0.6)

Oswestry
3 wk 0.0 (�0.7 to 0.6)
2 mo 0.1 (�0.5 to 0.8)
4 mo �0.1 (�0.7 to 0.5)

Physical therapy vs. epidural neuroplasty (Veihelmann et al 83)
VAS VAS Oswestry

3 mo �1.4 (�1.9 to �1.0) �1.4 (�1.8 to �0.9) �1.0 (�1.5 to �0.6)
6 mo �1.5 (�2.0 to �1.0) �1.6 (�2.1 to �1.1) �1.5 (�2.0 to �1.0)
12 mo �1.1 (�1.6 to �0.7) �1.2 (�1.7 to �0.7) �1.0 (�1.5 to �0.6)

Results in bold represent statistically significant comparisons based on the 95% confidence interval of the SMD or relative risk.
*Comparisons for traction vs. laser and ultrasound vs. laser not presented, as SMDs and confidence intervals were similar for all groups.
SMD indicates hedges standardized mean difference; RR, relative risk; CI, confidence interval; VAX-D, vertebral axial decompression; TENS, transcutaneous
electric nerve stimulation.
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leg pain intensity, back pain intensity, and function, for
people with chronic LDHR.

Manipulation
Three trials investigated the effect of manipulation, but
all used different comparison interventions.68,74,79 In all
of these trials, manipulation consisted of soft tissue ma-
nipulation or massage along with high-velocity rota-
tional thrusts. One high-quality trial79 (N � 102) pro-
vided moderate evidence that, in people with acute
LDHR and an intact anulus, manipulation is more effec-
tive than simulated manipulation for the outcomes of

back pain intensity (short and intermediate follow-up),
leg pain intensity (4 week, 6 week, and intermediate fol-
low-up), risk of becoming free of back pain (intermedi-
ate-term follow-up), and risk of becoming free of leg
pain (6 week and intermediate follow-ups). The same
trial provided moderate evidence that there is no dif-
ference between active and simulated manipulation
for leg pain intensity (2-week follow-up), risk of be-
coming free of back pain (short-term follow-up), and
risk of becoming free of leg pain (2-week and 4-week
follow-ups).

Figure 2. Forrest plot of stan-
dardized mean differences with
95% confidence intervals for all
high-quality trials.
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One low-quality trial68 (N � 40) provided limited
evidence that manipulation was more effective than che-
monucleolysis for the outcomes of back pain intensity
(short-term follow-up) and function (2-week follow-up),
but that no difference exists between these treatments for
the outcomes of leg pain intensity (short- and long-term
follow-ups), back pain intensity (long-term follow-up),
and function (6-week and long-term follow-ups). The
other trial provided limited evidence (1 low-quality
trial,74 N � 112) that manipulation is more effective than
mechanical traction in terms of short-term global im-
provement ratings.

Laser and Ultrasound
One high-quality trial82 (N � 60) provided moderate
evidence that there is no difference between laser and me-
chanical traction, no difference between ultrasound and
mechanical traction, and no difference between laser and
ultrasound, for back pain intensity, leg pain intensity, or
function at short- and intermediate-term follow-ups.

Corsets
One low-quality trial72 (N � 60) provided limited evi-
dence that the addition of a herbal magnetic corset to a
program of traction, electrotherapy, and massage pro-

vides additional benefits in short-term pain intensity and
lumbar function compared with traction, electrotherapy,
and massage alone.

Multimodal Inpatient Program
One high-quality trial67 investigated the effect of adding
3 epidural injections to a multimodal inpatient treatment
program consisting of bed rest, hydrotherapy, electro-
therapy, back school, massage, mobilization, and exer-
cises. There were no significant differences between
groups on short- or intermediate-term outcomes of pain
intensity, function, and subjective rating of outcome (Ta-
ble 4). Because both groups received the same multimo-
dal treatment program, it was not possible to determine
the relative effectiveness of the conservative component
of the treatment.

Adverse Events
Three trials reported at least 1 adverse event in conser-
vative treatment groups.71,74,76 More than 16 adverse
events were associated with traction treatment. In 1 trial
comparing inverted traction with mechanical traction,71

11 of the 16 participants in the inverted traction group
reported pain associated with treatment compared with
2 of the 15 participants in the mechanical traction group;

Table 5. Summary of Results According to the Levels of Evidence Criteria

Comparison
Symptom
Duration Level of Evidence

Global
Rating

Pain (Back
or Overall) Pain (Leg) Function

Advice
Vs. microdiscectomy75,77,78 Subacute High �(S), �(I, L) �(S), �(I, L) �(S, I), �(L) �(S), �(I, L)

Medication
Diclofenac vs. epidural70 Mixed Low �(S, I) �(S), �(I)
Diclofenac vs. sarpogrelate

hydroxychloride73
Mixed Low �(S) �(S)

Herbal added to massage,
mobilization, and traction69

Mixed Low �(S)

Traction
Auto vs. mechanical81 Mixed Low �(S)
Auto vs. Natchev66 Chronic Low �(S) �(S)
Inverted vs. mechanical71 Mixed Low
Mechanical vs. ultrasound vs. laser82 Mixed Moderate �(S, I) �(S, I) �(S, I)
VAX-D vs. TENS80 Chronic Low �(I) �(I) �(I)
Mechanical vs. manipulation74 Mixed Low �(S)
Mechanical added to medication and

electrotherapy modalities76
Mixed Moderate �(S) �(S)

Stabilization exercises
Vs. waiting list control65 Mixed Moderate �(S)

Physical therapy
Vs. epidural neuroplasty83 Chronic Low �(I, L) �(I, L) �(I, L)

Manipulation
Vs. sham manipulation79 Acute Moderate �(S, I) �/�(S)*

�(I)
Vs. chemonucleolysis68 Mixed Low �(S), �(L) �(S, L) �/�(S)†

�(L)
Vs. mechanical traction74 Mixed Low �(S)

Laser and ultrasound
Laser vs. ultrasound vs. traction82 Mixed Moderate �(S, I) �(S, I) �(S, I)

Corset
Added to traction, electrotherapy,

and massage72
Mixed Low �(S) �(S)

� indicates an effect in favor of the intervention over the comparison; �, an effect in favor of the comparison intervention; �, no significant difference between
interventions; S, short-term follow-up; I, intermediate-term follow-up; L, long-term follow-up; VAX-D, vertebral axial decompression; TENS, transcutaneous electric
nerve stimulation.
*There was no significant difference at the 2-week follow-up, but significant differences in favor of manipulation at the 4-week and 6-week follow-ups.
†There was a significant difference in favor of manipulation at the 2-week follow-up, and no significant difference at 6-week follow-up.
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RR � 5.2 (95% CI: 1.4–19.5). The same trial reported
that “almost all” of the participants in the inverted trac-
tion group reported anxiety during treatment, and 1 de-
veloped lower limb muscle weakness after treatment,
compared with no such events in the mechanical traction
group. In 1 trial, 2 of the 50 participants receiving me-
chanical traction fainted.74 In another trial, 2 of the 46
participants needed to cease ibuprofen medication be-
cause of gastrointestinal effects.76

A further 4 trials reported that there were no adverse
events associated with conservative treatment.68,70,72,73

Four trials reported adverse events associated with sur-
gery or injections.70,75,78,83 Six trials made no mention of
adverse events.65,66,69,79–82

Discussion

Efficacy of Conservative Treatments for LDHR
This review of conservative management for LDHR re-
vealed that a wide variety of different treatments have
been evaluated in RCTs focusing on people with this
condition. Conservative interventions included advice,
medication, traction, manipulation, stabilization exer-
cises, physical therapy, laser, ultrasound, and corsets. A
wide range of comparison interventions were used in
these trials, including sham manipulation, waiting lists,
other conservative treatments, surgery, and injections.
Most trials included participants with mixed symptom
durations. A variety of outcome measurement tools have
been used, and the length of follow-up varied from 1
week to 24 months. The wide variation in all of these
variables made it difficult to collate the findings of mul-
tiple trials via meta-analysis or even by using the levels of
evidence approach. Most of the evidence summaries
were therefore derived from individual trials.

The only strong evidence to emerge from this review
was obtained by collating the results of 2 clinically and
statistically homogenous trials that compared advice
with microdiscectomy in people with subacute
LDHR.75,78 Our analysis indicated that advice is less
effective than surgery for producing short-term improve-
ments in back pain intensity, leg pain intensity, function,
and global improvement. These differences were main-
tained at intermediate-term follow-up for leg pain inten-
sity, but not for back pain intensity, function, or global
change. There was strong evidence that no difference
existed on any of these outcome measures at long-term
follow-up. We noted that leg pain scores at 12-month
follow-up were quite low in both groups for both trials
(ranging from 6/100 to 11/100), indicating that the long-
term prognosis was good regardless of the intervention
received. In both trials, the advice group was a control
intervention that was compared with the primary inter-
vention of microdiscectomy. We found no trials that
compared advice with other conservative interventions;
thus, the relative efficacy of advice compared with other
conservative interventions remains unclear. Other re-
views of advice for the management of nonspecific low
back pain (NSLBP) suggest that advice may be more

effective than several other conservative treatments.84,85

Further research comparing advice with other conserva-
tive interventions for people with LDHR, therefore,
seems warranted.

Moderate strength evidence relating to several inter-
ventions was derived from individual high-quality trials.
There was moderate evidence that stabilization exercises
are more effective than no treatment for short-term im-
provement in pain intensity.65 The evidence relating to
stabilization exercises for LDHR is consistent with an-
other recent review of the efficacy of motor control ex-
ercises for NSLBP.86 It remains unclear whether stabili-
zation exercises are more effective than other treatments
for people with LDHR because no trials have investi-
gated this. There was also moderate evidence that ma-
nipulation is more effective than sham manipulation for
back and leg pain outcomes in people with acute LDHR
with an intact anulus,79 although the results may not be
generalizable to people who have a ruptured anulus.
Other systematic reviews on NSLBP have also shown
that manipulation may be more effective than plac-
ebo.87,88 The other moderate strength evidence to
emerge from this review showed that there is no differ-
ence between laser, mechanical traction, and ultrasound,
and that the addition of mechanical traction to a treat-
ment program involving electrotherapy methods and
medication adds some benefits in terms of reducing the
likelihood of sciatica being present at short-term follow-
up. The evidence relating to all other trials in this review
was rated as limited because of their low methodologic
quality scores.

A high number of trials in this review showed no dif-
ference in several outcomes between groups. This may
indicate that many of the intervention and comparison
treatments were truly equivalent, or it may be that low
statistical power to detect differences between groups
resulted in type II errors. The latter explanation may be
plausible in some cases because sample sizes were small
in several trials included in this review. Caution should,
therefore, be used when interpreting evidence summaries
in this review that conclude that there is no difference
between 2 interventions, as an alternative explanation
may be that significant effects were missed because of low
statistical power in the original trials.89

Methodologic Limitations of Included Trials
We chose to use the PEDro scale to evaluate the meth-
odologic quality, or risk of bias, of trials in this review
because of its documented reliability and validity for
measuring trial quality.39–41 In its most recent update on
methodologic guidelines for systematic reviews, the Co-
chrane Back Review Group recommend a domain-based
“risk of bias” assessment of trials, which considers po-
tential sources of bias individually without a sum
score.62 The items on the PEDro scale are very similar to
those recommended by the Cochrane Back Review
Group. Some concerns have been expressed about the
validity of assigning equal weights to individual items on
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scales such as PEDro and then summing the scores to
achieve an overall method score for each trial,90 but a
study has recently validated this practice for the PEDro
scale.41 When assessing the quality of trials in this re-
view, however, we recommend that the individual crite-
ria be considered for each trial (Table 3) in addition to
the total PEDro score. We have also chosen to discuss
some specific aspects of methodologic quality below to
discourage sole reliance on the PEDro score when assess-
ing the quality of trials in this review.

The most common methodologic limitation of trials
included in this review was failure to blind participants
and therapists. Only 1 trial in this review attempted to
blind participants by comparing manipulation with
sham manipulation,79 and no trials attempted to blind
therapists. Achieving adequate blinding of participants
and therapists in trials of physical treatments is very dif-
ficult, and is more easily achieved in drug trials.91 Inter-
estingly, the 1 trial in this review that compared 2
drugs73 also failed to blind participants or therapists.
Although it was more common for outcome assessments
to be undertaken in a blinded manner, 10 of the 18 trials
still failed to achieve this. Future trials of conservative
treatments for LDHR should aim to blind outcome as-
sessors at a minimum, even if blinding of therapists or
participants is not possible.

Although the PEDro scale includes random allocation
as a methodologic quality criterion, it only requires trials
to mention random allocation to satisfy this criterion.
However, only 9 trials described robust randomization
methods,65–67,72,73,75,78–80,83 7 failed to describe the
method used,69–71,74,76,81,82 and in 1 trial, the planned
randomization process was compromised for 15 of the
40 subjects because of an administrative error.68 Failing
to report the precise method of randomization raises
questions as to whether a truly random method was ap-
plied in these trials, and this may have implications for
the validity of their results.47,92

Several trials that were considered high quality based
on achieving a PEDro score of 6 or more still contained
considerable methodologic flaws. Two trials in our re-
view67,78 that both scored 7/10 on the PEDro scale failed
to use blinded outcome assessment, which introduces
significant potential for bias.42 Another high-quality trial
failed to use concealed allocation,76 which has been
shown to lead to inflated estimates of treatment ef-
fects.43–46

Clinical Significance of Included Trials
Although each of the items on the clinical significance
rating scale seems to have merit, we found the scale to be
lacking in standardized decision criteria. This may ex-
plain the lower levels of inter-rater agreement obtained
for these ratings. Features of trials that may influence
clinical relevance have been suggested elsewhere,47,93

and these may serve as a useful starting point to provide
further standardization to the clinical significance scale.
Despite the limitations of the existing scale, we noted

that no trials in our review mentioned the validity or
reliability of their outcome measurement tools. Although
some authors using common low back pain measure-
ment tools, such as visual analog scales, may have as-
sumed that these properties were widely accepted, the
specific focus of the trials on people with LDHR war-
ranted clarification of the validity and reliability of the
tools for this population.

Adverse Events
No trials in our review described an intention or a meth-
odology for detecting adverse events. This raises the pos-
sibility that other adverse events may have been over-
looked or dismissed by the authors of the trials,
particularly if some authors defined an adverse event dif-
ferently from others. Authors of future RCTs should
take note of the revised CONSORT statement, which
recommends that adverse events be operationally defined
and reported in all RCTs.47

Adverse events reported by trials in this review were
rare, but they were most commonly attributed to trac-
tion. Pain, anxiety, lower limb weakness, and fainting
were all reported in trials using traction, although only
pain associated with inverted traction produced a statis-
tically significant RR.71 Gastrointestinal side effects are
commonly associated with the use of nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs.58 Although 1 trial in this review
reported gastrointestinal side effects associated with the
use of ibuprofen,76 the 2 trials that used diclofenac as a
sole treatment reported no “serious” side effects,70,73 al-
though it is not clear how they defined a serious side
effect.

Although this review of RCTs allowed some indica-
tion of the frequency and nature of adverse effects, the
limited sample sizes of the included studies reduces the
precision of these estimates. When adverse events are
rare, data from other sources, such as case series and case
reports, can add to the body of evidence regarding ad-
verse effects that may be associated with treatments.30

Other reviews have collated data from case series and
case reports relating to adverse events associated with
manipulation.21,94,95 These reviews suggest that some
concerns remain over the potential for manipulation to
cause or exacerbate a LDH,21,94 although no adverse
events related to manipulation were reported by the tri-
als in our review.

Comparison With Other Reviews
This review differed from previous reviews that have
been conducted on the efficacy of interventions for peo-
ple with sciatica,19 lumbosacral radicular syndrome,20

and herniated lumbar discs.21 Our focus was on a spe-
cific diagnostic group with clinical and radiologic evi-
dence of LDHR, and we searched the literature up until
August 31, 2008. None of the previous reviews had spe-
cific inclusion criteria for clarifying the presence of
LDHR in participants. It is, therefore, likely that these
other reviews included trials that contained participants
with a more heterogeneous array of pathologies. One
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example of this is seen from a trial that compared 4
different physiotherapy treatments for people with sci-
atic symptoms.96 That trial was included in all previous
reviews, but was excluded from ours. To be included in
the trial, participants needed only to have “sciatic symp-
toms” as far as the gluteal fold, and no imaging was
undertaken to confirm the potential source of the symp-
toms. These broad inclusion criteria would likely have
resulted in a heterogeneous group of participants, and
only a minority of them may have actually had LDHR as
defined via typical diagnostic criteria.1 The conclusions
of our review might, therefore, be more specifically ap-
plicable to people with LDHR because of our tighter
diagnostic inclusion criteria.

The different inclusion criteria and search strategies
between our review and previous reviews seemed to re-
sult in a considerably different collection of trials. For
example, only 267,68 of the 18 trials in our review were
included in the Luijsterburg et al20 review. This seemed
to be attributable to 12 of the trials in our review being
published after the Luijsterburg et al review. Four other
trials that we included in our review71,74,80,81 were not
present in the Luijsterburg et al review, possibly because
of the different search strategies used. Conversely, of the
30 trials included in the Luijsterburg et al review, 28 did
not meet our inclusion criteria (in 13 trials all groups
received injections, 11 did not use CT or MRI to confirm
a LDH, 2 contained �75% of subjects with a confirmed
LDH, and 2 were published in a non-English language).

The different collection of trials in the various reviews
led to some differences in evidence summaries. Although
our review found moderate evidence for the effectiveness
of manipulation over sham manipulation for acute
LDHR, and another review concluded that manipulation
was likely to be beneficial,21 other reviews have found
limited19,37 or no20 evidence to support the use of ma-
nipulation for LDHR. Our review found mixed results
among trials using traction, with moderate evidence of
efficacy on 1 of the 3 outcome measures in 1 trial,76

limited evidence of efficacy in 2 trials,80,81 no difference
in 2 trials,66,82 and evidence of ineffectiveness in 1 trial.74

The other reviews did not recommend traction for
LDHR.19–21 Our review did not find any significant ef-
fects in trials using nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs, and this finding was consistent with all other re-
views.19–21 Only our review included the trials investi-
gating advice, stabilization exercises, herbal magnetic
corsets, herbal medication, laser, and ultrasound; hence,
the other reviews did not comment on the efficacy of
these treatments.

Limitations of This Review
Although we attempted to focus on participants with a
specific pathology, we were unable to control all poten-
tial sources of variability among participants. We ac-
knowledge that our minimum diagnostic criteria of leg
pain with LDH on CT or MRI still leaves room for po-
tential variation in diagnostic subgroup. In addition, al-

though we used a specific radiologic definition of LDH,2

authors of the included trials may have used terms such as
herniation or protrusion differently. Variability in the sever-
ity and nature of symptoms was also apparent among the
participants of the included trials. For example, 2 trials
excluded people with motor or sensory neurologic defi-
cits,65,66 other trials contained a large proportion of par-
ticipants with positive neurologic findings,67,75–77 and
many other trials failed to report the proportion of par-
ticipants with such features.68–70,72,74,79,80,83 It has been
proposed that clinical heterogeneity within RCTs and
systematic reviews may account for some of the null and
inconclusive results that are prevalent in back pain re-
search.22,23 Although reviews such as ours that attempt
to focus on specific subgroups of low back pain are,
therefore, important, authors of RCTs can assist these
efforts by thoroughly reporting the key diagnostic fea-
tures and measures of condition severity of their partic-
ipants.

Another limitation of our review was the exclusion of
trials published in languages other than English because
of funding and resource limitations. Although there is
some evidence to suggest that excluding non-English ar-
ticles does not typically have an effect on systematic re-
view results,97 we are unable to determine this defini-
tively. Publication bias is also a possibility in this review.
However, because most interventions that we included
showed only limited or moderate evidence of efficacy,
including more trials with null results is unlikely to have
significantly changed the conclusions.

Reviewers’ Conclusion
This systematic review of RCTs involving people with
clinical and radiologic evidence of LDHR provides
strong evidence that advice is less effective than micro-
discectomy at short-term follow-up, but equally effective
at long-term follow-up, for people with subacute LDHR.
There is moderate evidence that stabilization exercises
are better than no treatment at short-term follow-up,
that manipulation is better than sham manipulation at
short- and intermediate-term follow-ups for people with
acute LDHR and an intact anulus, and that no difference
exists between traction, laser, and ultrasound at short-
and intermediate-term follow-ups. Moderate evidence
was found that the addition of mechanical traction to
medication and electrotherapy methods reduces the risk
of sciatica being present at short-term follow-up, but not
the risk of back pain being present or mean pain inten-
sity. There was either limited or no evidence to support
the efficacy of manipulation compared with other treat-
ments, traction compared with other treatments, physi-
cal therapy compared with neuroplasty, or for herbal
medication, herbal magnetic corsets, or nonsteroidal an-
ti-inflammatory medication. Two trials reported adverse
events associated with traction (pain, anxiety, lower limb
weakness, and fainting), whereas 1 trial reported gastro-
intestinal events associated with ibuprofen. Additional
high-quality trials are required to determine which con-
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servative treatments are the safest and most effective for
people with LDHR.

Key Points

● There is strong evidence that advice is less effec-
tive than microdiscectomy surgery at short-term
follow-up, but that no difference exists at long-
term follow-up, for people with subacute lumbar
disc herniation with associated radiculopathy
(LDHR).

● For people with LDHR, there is moderate evi-
dence that stabilization exercises are more effec-
tive than no treatment at short-term follow-up,
moderate evidence that manipulation is more ef-
fective than sham manipulation at short and in-
termediate follow-ups for people with acute
symptoms and an intact anulus, and moderate
evidence that no difference exists between trac-
tion, laser, and ultrasound at short and interme-
diate follow-ups.

● There is moderate evidence that the addition of
mechanical traction to medication and electro-
therapy provides some additional short-term
benefits for people with LDHR.

● Adverse events were associated with traction and
ibuprofen in the treatment of LDHR.
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Appendix: Search Strategy for Ovid Medline

Phase 1: Condition Terms

1. Sciatica/
2. Sciatic$.ti,ab
3. Radiculopathy/
4. Intervertebral disc displacement/
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5. Spinal nerve roots/
6. Pain, referred/
7. ((nerv$ or root$ or neuro$ or neural) ADJ5 (com-

press$ or involv$ or displac$ or imping$ or irri-
tat$ or entrap$ or compromi$)).ti,ab

8. (neurologic ADJ5 signs).ti,ab
9. ((refer$ or radiat$) ADJ5 (pain or symptoms)).ti,ab

10. (parasthesia or numbness).ti,ab
11. radicul$.ti,ab
12. ((disc or disc or discs or discs or pulposus) ADJ5

(sequest$ or protru$ or extru$ or prolaps$ or
slipped or displac$ or ruptur$ or herniat$ or de-
range$)).ti,ab

13. (lumbar or back or lumbo$ or L1 or L2 or L3 or
L4 or L5 or S1).mp

14. (3 OR 4 OR 5 OR 6 OR 7 OR 8 OR 9 OR 10 OR
11 OR 12) AND 13

15. 1 OR 2 OR 14

Phase 2: Trial Type Terms

16. Randomized controlled trial (pub type)
17. Controlled clinical trial (pub type)
18. Clinical trial (pub type)

19. Randomized controlled trials/
20. Exp Clinical trials/
21. Double-blind method/
22. Single-blind method/
23. Random allocation/
24. Placebos/
25. Research design/
26. ((singl$ or doubl$ or tripl$ or trebl$) adj25

(blind$ or mask$)).ti,ab
27. placebo$.ti,ab
28. random$.ti,ab
29. (clin$ adj25 trial$).ti,ab
30. versus.ti,ab
31. (latin adj square).ti,ab
32. Cross-over studies/
33. 16–33/OR

Phase 3: Combine Disorder and Trial Type, Limit to
1971 to 2008, Limit to Human

34. 33 AND 15
35. Limit 34 to yr � “1971–2008”
36. Limit 35 to humans
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